<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Number</th>
<th>Case Subject</th>
<th>Requester</th>
<th>Open Initial Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF-2020-00279</td>
<td>ALL DOCUMENTS, INCLUDING FINISHED INTELLIGENCE REPORTS AND MATERIALS PREPARED IN RESPONSE TO CONGRESSIONAL REQUESTS, FROM 01 JANUARY 2020 THROUGH THE PRESENT CONCERNING BOUNTIES OFFERED BY RUSSIAN GRU UNIT 29155 TO TALIBAN-LINKED MILITANTS FOR KILLING AMERICAN TROOPS IN AFGHANISTAN.</td>
<td>HARPER, LAUREN</td>
<td>07/02/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-2020-00280</td>
<td>1. ANY AND ALL REPORTS, ANALYSES, OR SIMILAR RECORDS REGARDING, CONCERNING, OR RELATED TO THE ALLEGED PLAN BY THE GOVERNMENT OF RUSSIA AND/OR ANY INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY ACTING ON ITS BEHALF TO PAY BOUNTIES FOR THE KILLING OF U.S. GOVERNMENT OR OTHER COALITION PERSONNEL IN AFGHANISTAN. 2. ANY AND ALL RECORDS OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ANY OFFICIAL, EMPLOYEE, OR REPRESENTATIVE OF THE OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND ANY OTHER INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY REGARDING THE ALLEGED PLAN BY THE GOVERNMENT OF RUSSIA AND/OR ANY INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY ACTING ON ITS BEHALF TO PAY BOUNTIES FOR THE KILLING OF U.S. GOVERNMENT OR OTHER COALITION PERSONNEL IN AFGHANISTAN.</td>
<td>DUNAGAN, SEAN</td>
<td>07/02/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-2020-00281</td>
<td>ALL DOCUMENTS FROM 01 JANUARY 2020 THROUGH THE PRESENT CONTAINING THE PHRASE &quot;BOUNTY INTELLIGENCE&quot;.</td>
<td>HARPER, LAUREN</td>
<td>07/02/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-2020-00282</td>
<td>REQUEST ALL DOCUMENTS, INCLUDING FINISHED INTELLIGENCE REPORTS, MEMOS, AND ANALYSES, FROM 01 JANUARY 2019 THROUGH 30 APRIL 2019 CONCERNING BOUNTIES OFFERED BY RUSSIAN GRU UNIT 29155 TO TALIBAN-LINKED MILITANTS, INCLUDING THE HAQQANI NETWORK, KILLING AMERICAN TROOPS IN AFGHANISTAN.</td>
<td>HARPER, LAUREN</td>
<td>07/07/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-2020-00283</td>
<td>REQUEST ANY INFORMATION OUR ORGANIZATION HOLDS ON RECORDS CONCERNING THE USE OF PSYCHO-ELECTRONIC DEVICES.</td>
<td>JOHNSON, ROBERT</td>
<td>07/07/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF-2020-00284</td>
<td>REQUEST ALL DOCUMENTS, INCLUDING EMAILS, MEMOS, CABLES, INTELLIGENCE REPORTS, AND COMPLETED ANALYSES, FROM 01 JANUARY 2020 THROUGH THE PRESENT CONTAINING THE PHRASE &quot;UNIT 29155&quot; OR &quot;GRU 29155&quot;.</td>
<td>HARPER, LAUREN</td>
<td>07/09/2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REQUEST A COPY OF EXECUTIVE CORRESPONDENCE SIGNED BY THE DNI ON FEBRUARY 3, 2020 THAT PROVIDES PERSONNEL VETTING GUIDANCE TO AGENCIES ON THE TRANSITION TO CONTINUOUS VETTING FROM PERIODIC REINVESTIGATIONS.

REQUEST THE JULY 1 MEMORANDUM PREPARED BY THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE COUNCIL REGARDING INTELLIGENCE ON RUSSIAN BOUNTIES TO KILL AMERICAN AND COALITION TROOPS IN AFGHANISTAN.

REQUEST ALL GUIDELINES, PRESENTATIONS, POLICY STATEMENTS, LEGAL OPINIONS, MEMORANDA, BRIEFS, TRAINING MANUALS, EMAILS, RECORDS AND ANY OTHER DOCUMENTS INCLUDING COMMUNICATIONS (I.E. EMAILS, TEXT MESSAGES, ETC.) AND PROCUREMENTS CREATED AND/OR MODIFIED AFTER JULY 1, 2017 RELATING TO KASPERSKY LABS, A CYBERSECURITY COMPANY WITH OPERATIONS BASED IN RUSSIA AND SWITZERLAND.

REQUEST ALL GUIDELINES, PRESENTATIONS, POLICY STATEMENTS, LEGAL OPINIONS, MEMORANDA, BRIEFS, TRAINING MANUALS, EMAILS, RECORDS AND ANY OTHER DOCUMENTS INCLUDING COMMUNICATIONS (I.E. EMAILS, TEXT MESSAGES, ETC.) AND PROCUREMENTS CREATED AND/OR MODIFIED AFTER JULY 1, 2017 RELATING TO GROUP-IB, A CYBERSECURITY COMPANY WITH OPERATIONS BASED IN RUSSIA AND SINGAPORE.


REQUEST INFORMATION OR RECORDS ON THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS AND PEOPLE AS WRITTEN BELOW AS BEING PARTY TO ANY SOURCE REPORTING, FINISHED OR RAW INTELLIGENCE PRODUCTS, SURVEILLANCE ACTIVITIES, WHETHER OR NOT THE ORGANIZATIONS BELOW ARE INCLUDED OR CONNECTED TO ANY INFORMATION GATHERED ON THE 11 PERSONS LISTED.

REQUESTING A COPY OF DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE RESULTS AND FINDINGS OF ANY PROJECTS PERTAINING TO BRAIN TO BRAIN, BRAIN TO COMPUTER OR BRAIN TO MACHINE INTERFACES THAT CAN DELIVER BIDIRECTIONAL DATA FOR DECODING AND ENCODING NEW PATTERNS OF NEURAL ACTIVITY IN HUMANS AND ANIMALS.

REQUEST A COPY OF ALL CORRESPONDENCE (EMAILS, LETTERS, PROPOSALS, RELATED DOCUMENTS, AND ATTACHMENTS) RELATING TO ENVEIL, INC. THIS SHOULD

REQUEST A COPY OF DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE RESULTS AND FINDINGS ON ANY PROJECTS PERTAINING TO BRAIN TO BRAIN, BRAIN TO COMPUTER OR BRAIN TO MACHINE INTERFACES THAT CAN DELIVER BIDIRECTIONAL DATA FOR DECODING AND ENCODING NEW PATTERNS OF NEURAL ACTIVITY IN HUMANS AND ANIMALS.

DF-2020-00297

DF-2020-00298
WE REQUEST ALL MATERIALS (VIDEOS, TRANSCRIPTS, SLIDES, NOTES, HANDOUTS, ETC.) FROM THE INFORMATIONAL SESSION HOSTED BY THE ICIG ON 1/31/13 AT THE LIBERTY CROSSING FACILITY AND ALL COMPARABLE TRAINING OR INFORMATIONAL SESSIONS PROVIDED TO NON-ICIG OFFICIALS ABOUT WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION SINCE THEN.

DF-2020-00299
REQUEST A LIST OF YOUR CURRENT CALIFORNIA, WASHINGTON, VIRGINIA, AND GEORGIA FEDERAL EMPLOYEES, INCLUDING THEIR NAME, WORK EMAIL, AGENCY DEPARTMENT, AND OCCUPATION

DF-2020-00300
REQUEST INFORMATION OR RECORDS ON GRANTS A 10-0073-001, A 10-0073-002, A 10-0073-003 AND A 10-0073-004 FROM IARP A TO THE INSTITUTE FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY IDENTITY STUDIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, WILMINGTON.

DF-2020-00301
REQUEST REPORTS (INCLUDING ANNEXES) RELATED TO THE KILLING OF JAMAL KHASHOGGI PROVIDED IN 2020 BY ODNI TO CONGRESS PURSUANT TO SECTIONS 1277 AND 5714 OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FISCAL YEAR 2020 (P.L. 116-92) AND THE INTELLIGENCE Authorization ACT.

DF-2020-00302
REQUEST 1. ALL REPORTS, SUMMARIES AND PRESENTATIONS MADE BY THE PROTECTING AMERICAN COMMUNITIES TASK FORCE (PACT). 2. ALL TESTIMONY BY OHS OFFICIALS TO CONGRESS FROM BETWEEN JANUARY 1, 2016 AND TODAY, JULY 21, 2020 ABOUT PACT.

DF-2020-00303
REQUEST ALL DOCUMENTS, EMAILS, MINUTES, INVOICES OR PLANS RELATED TO IARPA GRANT 2014-14071600010

Reviewed and Approved for release by ODNI/IRRG on 1/14/2021

AMEIR, NADIR 07/15/2020
MCCLANAHAN, KEL 07/16/2020
MARTIN, DEANNE 07/21/2020
KEYES, OS 07/21/2020
SINGH, AMRIT 07/21/2020
COLBY, JOHN 07/22/2020
KEYES, OS 07/23/2020
REQUEST 1. FOR SURVEILLANCE DESCRIBED IN MS. ATTKISSON'S COMPLAINT, I
WISH TO VIEW ALL DOCUMENTS, RECORDS, COMMUNICATIONS, AND OTHER
TANGIBLE EVIDENCE (E.G., AUDIO, VIDEO, OR METADATA) IDENTIFYING OR
REVEALING (1) THE GOVERNMENT CONTRACTOR(S), EMPLOYEE(S), OR
REPRESENTATIVE(S) WHO AUTHORIZED, CONDUCTED, AND/OR ASSISTED THE
SURVEILLANCE; AND (2) THE FACTUAL AND/OR LEGAL RATIONALE, IF ANY, FOR
CONDUCTING SUCH SURVEILLANCE. FOR THE PERIOD FROM JANUARY 20, 2009
UNTIL THE PRESENT, I WISH TO VIEW ALL DOCUMENTS, RECORDS,
COMMUNICATIONS, AND OTHER TANGIBLE EVIDENCE (E.G., AUDIO, VIDEO, OR
METADATA) IDENTIFYING OR DESCRIBING SURVEILLANCE OF ANY AND ALL
JOURNALISTS, JOURNALISM/MEDIA COMPANIES, AND/OR EXECUTIVES AT
JOURNALISM/MEDIA COMPANIES IN THE UNITED STATES BY ANY AND ALL
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, AFFILIATES, OR CONTRACTORS. 1 FOR EACH
SUCH INSTANCE OF SURVEILLANCE, I WISH TO VIEW ALL DOCUMENTS, RECORDS,
COMMUNICATIONS, AND/OR OTHER TANGIBLE IDENTIFYING OR REVEALING (1) THE
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTOR(S), EMPLOYEE(S), OR REPRESENTATIVE(S) WHO
AUTHORIZED, CONDUCTED, AND/OR ASSISTED THE SURVEILLANCE; AND (2) THE
FACTUAL AND/OR LEGAL RATIONALE, IF ANY, FOR CONDUCTING THE
SURVEILLANCE. 3. IF ANY INSTANCES OF SURVEILLANCE DESCRIBED BY THE
FOREGOING PARAGRAPHS WERE PERMITTED BY COURT ORDER, I REQUEST THE
OPPORTUNITY TO VIEW ALL SUCH ORDERS AS WELL AS ANY AND ALL
APPLICATIONS, AFFIDAVITS, OR MOTIONS SEEKING EACH RESPECTIVE ORDER.

REQUEST 1. ALL DOCUMENTS, RECORDS, COMMUNICATIONS AND/OR OTHER
TANGIBLE EVIDENCE REFLECTING THE IDENTITIES OF ANY AND ALL CONTRACTORS
(BOTH COMPANIES AND NATURAL PERSONS) WHO SEARCHED (WHETHER
PROPERLY OR IMPROPERLY) THE NSAFBI DATABASE 2. DURING THE OBAMA
ADMINISTRATION. THE TERM "OTHER TANGIBLE EVIDENCE," AS USED IN THIS
LETTER, SHOULD BE CONSTRUED BROADLY TO INCLUDE AUDIO, VIDEO, AND
COMMUNICATIONS METADATA. THIS REQUEST FURTHER INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT
LIMITED TO, ANY AND ALL CONTRACTS (OR OTHER DOCUMENTS)
THAT AUTHORIZED (OR PURPORTED TO AUTHORIZED) EACH CONTRACTOR TO
UTILIZE THE NSAFBI DATABASE AS WELL AS RECORDS REFLECTING ANY AND ALL
PAYMENTS TO SUCH CONTRACTORS 2. ALL DOCUMENTS, RECORDS,
COMMUNICATIONS AND/OR OTHER TANGIBLE EVIDENCE IDENTIFYING ANY AND ALL
U.S. GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL WHO IMPROPERLY SEARCHED THE NSA FBI
DATABASE DURING THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION. THIS REQUEST INCLUDES, BUT
IS NOT LIMITED TO, DOCUMENTS, RECORDS, COMMUNICATIONS AND/OR OTHER
TANGIBLE EVIDENCE IDENTIFYING WHAT AGENCY, DEPARTMENT OR OTHER
GOVERNMENT ENTITY EMPLOYED THE PERSONNEL DESCRIBED ABOVE. 3. ALL
DOCUMENTS, RECORDS, COMMUNICATIONS AND/OR OTHER TANGIBLE EVIDENCE
REFLECTING THE IDENTITIES OF ANY AND ALL THIRD PARTIES (OTHER THAN THE
CONTRACTORS IDENTIFIED ABOVE) WHO ARE KNOWN TO HAVE RECEIVED
INFORMATION FROM IMPROPER/UNAUTHORIZED/UNLAWFUL SEARCHES OF THE
NSAFBI DATABASE DURING THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION, AS WELL AS ALL
DOCUMENTS, RECORDS, COMMUNICATIONS AND/OR OTHER TANGIBLE EVIDENCE
THAT REVEALS HOW SUCH INFORMATION MADE ITS WAY TO THOSE THIRD PARTIES.
FOR EXAMPLE, ALL EVIDENCE REVEALING WHO SEARCHED FOR "MICHAEL COHEN"
(AS DESCRIBED ABOVE) AND HOW THE "MICHAEL COHEN" INFORMATION MADE ITS
WAY TO CHRISTOPHER STEELE SHOULD BE PRODUCED FOR INSPECTION, AS WELL
AS EVIDENCE REVEALING THE IDENTITIES OF ANY AND ALL PERSONS
RESPONSIBLE FOR TRANSMITTING THE INFORMATION TO CHRISTOPHER STEELE. 4.
ALL DOCUMENTS, RECORDS, COMMUNICATIONS AND/OR OTHER TANGIBLE
EVIDENCE IDENTIFY IN ANY AND ALL PERSONS (NATURAL OR CORPORATE)
COPY OF ALL RECORDS, EMAILS, MESSAGES, TEXTS, REPORTS, CABLES, MEMORANDA, OR OTHER COMMUNICATION, THAT INDICATES YOUR AGENCY REQUESTED THE NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY (NSA) PROVIDE, SEGREGATE, ISOLATE, WITHHOLD, GIVE ENHANCED SECURITY TO, OR COMPARTMENTALIZE, ANY INFORMATION RELATED TO NORWEGIAN NATIONAL ANDERS BEHRING BREIVIK'S ONLINE, INTERNET OR WEB-BASED ACTIVITY, SUCH AS: IP ADDRESSES, ONLINE ANONYMITY SERVICE USED, GOOGLE SEARCHES, WEB SITES VISITED, TELEPHONE CALLS, EMAILS, TEXTS, MESSAGES, SOCIAL MEDIA POST, OR ANY OTHER ONLINE ACTIVITY OR COMMUNICATION, AT ANY TIME PRIOR TO JULY 22, 2011.

ALF RECORDS FROM JANUARY 1, 2003 TO DECEMBER 31, 2003 RELATED TO THE TWO NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL MEETINGS HELD ON AFGHANISTAN. WHILE THE DNI WAS FORMED IN 2005, IT IS LIKELY IT MAINTAINS COPIES OF THESE RECORDS.

I REQUEST RECORDS THAT MENTION ABD AL RAHIM HUSSAYN MUHAMMAD AL NASHIRI, AN ALLEGED AL QAEDA OPERATIVE CURRENTLY INCARCERATED AT U.S. NAVAL BASE GUANTANAMO BAY, CUBA. THE DATE RANGE OF THIS REQUEST IS JANUARY 1, 1998 TO THE DATE OF THIS REQUEST.

ALL DOCUMENTS, MEMOS, REPORTS, RECORDS, INVESTIGATIONS, BACKGROUND CHECKS, BACKGROUND INFORMATION, PHOTOGRAPHS, VIDEO, EMAILS, TEXTS, SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS, SOCIAL MEDIA MESSAGES, WITNESS STATEMENTS, AND DOCUMENTS FROM OTHER STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCIES, WHICH PERTAIN TO STEPHEN PADDOCK, DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 9, 1953. PADDUCK DIED ON OCTOBER 1, 2017 IN LAS VEGAS.